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October 25, 2020 
 

Board of Adjustment Members 
c/o Ms. Russlyn Wells 
City of Tucson 
201 N. Stone Avenue 
Tucson, Arizona 85701 
 

RE: Placita del Rio Freeway Sign Variance – Case No. C10-20-04. 
 

Dear Board of Adjustment Members (“Board”): 
 

This is a sign variance request (“Variance”) for the Placita del Rio Shopping Center at 902 - 
950 W. Irvington Rd. (the “Center”).1  The Variance will allow the Center to replace an existing 
freeway sign (the “Center Sign”) that was blocked from view when the Arizona Department of 
Transportation (“ADOT”) built a noise-barrier wall (“Wall”) on Interstate 19 (“I-19”).  As 
motorists on I-19 can no longer clearly see the Center Sign, the Center’s Owners desire to 
replace it with a new, fully visible sign (the “New Center Sign”).  To do this, the New Center 
Sign requires two variances from the Unified Development Code’s sign regulations (the 
“UDC”).  As described below, the Variance meets the UDC’s variance findings for approval and 
will allow the Center’s signage to again be fully visible from I-19.       

A. Background Facts.    

1. The Center and its existing freeway signs. 

The Center is a 20-acre (+/-) shopping center in the City of Tucson (“City”) at the northeast 
corner of I-19 and W. Irvington Rd. (“Irvington”).  See Attachment 1, Center Map.  It is zoned 
Commercial (C-2)2 and has approximately 12 retail and commercial tenants, including a regional 
grocery store, a national chain restaurant, and other local and national tenants.  The Center is 
directly adjacent to the I-19/Irvington interchange, which extends far to the east so that the 
Center is almost 600 ft. from the I-19 travel lanes.  The Center’s tenant buildings are also set 
back from Irvington between 200 and 670 ft., and the Center only has two vehicle access points, 
both on Irvington.  Because of these factors, signage – especially freeway signage – is essential 
for customers to find their way to the Center.  

To help customers with wayfinding, the Center currently has two freeway signs.  One 
freeway sign is near the intersection of Irvington and the I-19 access road (“Access Road”) and is 
a single-tenant sign for the Texas Roadhouse restaurant (the “Roadhouse Sign”).  This sign is not 
part of the Variance.   

 
1 The Center owners that are requesting the Variance are PDR Investors, LLC and NEC Irvington I-19, LLC 
(collectively the “Owners”).   
2 The small parcel on which the Center Sign sits is zoned C-1.   
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The Center Sign is the Center’s primary freeway sign, is the only sign that permits multiple 
tenant signage along the freeway, and is the subject of the Variance.  It is located northwest of 
the Center near the Access Road, approximately 140 ft. from I-19’s northbound travel lanes.  The 
Center Sign was built in 1991 pursuant to City permits.  Until recently the Center Sign was 
clearly visible from the I-19 travel lanes, allowing it to guide motorists to the Center.  See 
Attachment 2, Pre-2020 Photos.   

2. ADOT’s new Wall obstructs the view of the Center Sign from I-19. 

ADOT recently constructed the 24-foot Wall along both sides of I-19 between Ajo Way and 
Irvington.  ADOT built the Wall to reduce freeway noise into the surrounding neighborhoods.  
Unfortunately for the Center, ADOT placed the Wall between the Center Sign and I-19, 
obstructing much of the sign from I-19 motorists.  See Attachment 3, Current Photos.  As many 
customers use I-19 to access the Center, freeway visibility is critical.  The 24-foot Wall now 
limits this visibility.    

To restore its signage visibility from I-19, the Owners desire to remove and replace the 
Center Sign with one that is fully visible from I-19, like the Center Sign was before ADOT built 
the Wall. 3   Subject to Variance approval, the Owners will replace the Center Sign with the New 
Center Sign.  See Attachment 4, New Sign Renderings.        

B. Proposed Variance Request. 

The Variance requests two changes from the UDC that will allow the removal and 
replacement of the Center Sign to restore sign visibility from I-19.  The two parts of the Variance 
request are as follows: 

1. Modify Freeway Grade location to allow new sign to be visible over the I-19 Wall. 

 The UDC’s maximum height for a Freeway Sign is 48 feet from the “Freeway Grade” to the 
top of the sign.4  The UDC defines Freeway Grade as the elevation of the outside edge of the 
freeway travel lane nearest the freeway sign.5  Currently, the Center Sign’s Freeway Grade is 
measured from the outside edge of the Access Road near the sign, which is lower than the I-19 
travel lane and median.  Until ADOT built the Wall, this Freeway Grade was acceptable because 
the Center Sign was easily visible from I-19.   

 As the Wall now obstructs the Center Sign, this Variance request is to measure the New 
Center Sign’s Freeway Grade from a point on the I-19 median between the travel lanes and 
Access Road (the “Median”). See Attachment 5, Grade Exhibit. The Median is approximately 
six feet above the current Freeway Grade, making the new sign’s Freeway Grade six feet above 
what it is today.  The new Freeway Grade measurement will raise the New Center Sign 
approximately six feet so that it is fully visible from I-19.  This visibility will help motorists 
identify the Center from I-19, which is critical for the Center’s success.    

 
3 The Center Sign will be removed except for a single support column.  The New Center Sign will use that support 
column, and otherwise be a new sign.   
4 UDC § 7A.10.2.C.2.b.4.   
5 UDC § 7A.6.5.B.   
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2. Allow new sign to remain the Center’s second freeway sign.   

 The UDC allows one Freeway Sign per “Premises.”6  When the Center Sign is removed, the 
Roadhouse Sign will be the Center’s only freeway sign.  Therefore, the Owners request a 
Variance to allow the New Center Sign to replace the Center Sign as the second freeway sign.   
This request will maintain the current number of freeway signs at the Center and will provide no 
additional signage or sign area than exists today.  This Variance simply allows the replacement 
of the Center Sign to resolve the issues created by the ADOT Wall.     

C. Variance Finding for Approval.   

The Board may approve the Variance if it meets the UDC’s variance findings for approval, 
provided below.7  As both parts of the Variance originate from the same special circumstances, 
the below justifications apply for both parts of this Variance request.    

1. That, because there are special circumstances applicable to the property, strict 
enforcement of the UDC will deprive such property of privileges enjoyed by other 
property of the same classification in the same zoning district.   

The ADOT Wall has created a unique special circumstance/hardship for the Center: The 
Wall obstructs the Center Sign from motorists driving along I-19.  The obstructed view limits the 
effectiveness of the Center Sign to guide motorist to the Center.  This hardship is enhanced by 
other physical characteristics of the 20-acre Center, in that it only has two vehicle access points 
on Irvington and its buildings are set back up to 600 ft. from both Irvington and I-19.   The 
Center’s visibility has always been challenging, and the addition of the Wall has made it much 
worse.   

These special circumstances are unique to the Center.  The other freeway signs along I-19 are 
not blocked by the Wall or are new signs built to account for the Wall.  These signs, which are 
also zoned Commercial, remain visible to I-19 traffic.  In addition, the other surrounding 
shopping centers are closer to I-19, providing them more visibility from the freeway than the 
Center.  Without this Variance, the Center’s signage will remain partially blocked by the Wall, 
depriving it of signage visibility enjoyed by the other I-19 freeway signs.     

2.  That such special circumstances were not self-imposed or created by the owner or 
one in possession of the property.  

 ADOT created the special circumstance when it built the Wall that obstructs the view of the 
Center Sign from I-19.  ADOT alone created this hardship; it was not created by the Owners and 
therefore is not self-imposed.   

 

 

 
6 UDC § 7A.10.2. C.2.b.6.  A Premises includes commercial shopping centers, like the Center, that were developed 
over time through multiple development plans.  UDC § 11.4.17.   
7 UDC § 3.10.3.K.   
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3. That the variance granted is subject to such conditions as will assure that the 
adjustment authorized shall not constitute a grant of special privileges inconsistent 
with the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and zone in which  such 
property is located.  

 This Variance simply restores the Center Sign’s visibility to what it was before ADOT built 
the Wall, which is not a grant of special privilege.  Prior to the Wall, the Center Sign was plainly 
visible from I-19, allowing motorist to easily find the Center.  The Wall now blocks this 
visibility, severely impacting the Center.  This impact is unique to the Center, as the Wall does 
not block the other commercial signage along I-19.  By granting the Variances, the Board will 
allow the Center to have signage visibility as it was before the Wall’s construction and similar to 
the other I-19 freeway signs.     

4. That, because of special circumstances applicable to the property, including its size, 
shape, topography, location, and surroundings, the property cannot reasonably be 
developed in conformity with the provisions of the UDC.   

 The Center Sign currently is legal under the UDC.  But for the newly constructed ADOT 
Wall, the Center would have continued to use this sign.  When ADOT built the Wall, it limited 
the Center Sign’s effectiveness in directing motorists to the Center.  The Owners now must 
request this Variance to remove and replace the Center Sign with one that is visible from I-19.  
Without this Variance, the New Center Sign cannot be built.   

5. That the granting of the variance shall not be detrimental to the public welfare or 
injurious to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the 
property is located.  

 The Variance is not detrimental to the public or surrounding properties because it simply 
allows the Owners to replace the Center Sign with a similar sign in the same location.  By 
maintaining the Center’s total existing signage, the Variance will have no effect on the 
surrounding property or nearby improvements.  The Variance likely will improve public safety 
along I-19 because it will restore visibility to the Center’s signage, making it easier and safer for 
I-19 motorists to identify the Center.   

6. That the proposed variance shall not impair an adequate supply of light and air 
to adjacent property, substantially increase congestion, or substantially diminish or 
impair property values within the neighborhood.  

 The current Center Sign is located on vacant land at least 200 ft. from the nearest structure.  
This sign has no impact on the supply of light and air to the adjacent properties, nor does it cause 
congestion in the area.  As the Variance will allow for a replacement sign in the same location, 
the New Center Sign will also not impact the supply of light and air, nor will it affect 
congestions in and around the neighborhood.     

  Similarly, because the Variance only allows for a replacement sign, it will not diminish or 
impair surrounding property values.  The surrounding properties will have no more impact from 
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the New Center Sign than they had from the existing 30-year-old sign.  As there are no new 
impacts from the New Center Sign, it will not reduce surrounding property values.     

7. That the variance, if granted, is the minimum variance that will afford relief and is 
the least modification possible of the UDC provisions that are in question.  

 The Variance is the minimum necessary to provide relief post construction of the ADOT 
Wall.  As discussed above, the Variance request is limited to allowing a replacement freeway 
sign that is slightly higher than, and in the same location as the Center Sign.  The change to the 
New Center Sign’s Freeway Grade is only enough to allow the sign to be visible from I-19, and 
the request for the “second” freeway sign will replace the existing Center Sign.  The Variance 
does not request any other code changes.  The Variance is a minimal request and the least 
amount necessary to obtain relief from the hardship created by the Wall.   

D. Conclusion 

 ADOT’s construction of the Wall has forced the Center to remove and replace its primary 
freeway sign with a New Center Sign that needs to be fully seen from I-19.  This sign 
replacement requires the Variance, which is the least amount necessary to provide relief from the 
hardship created by the Wall.  We believe this request is reasonable, allows the Center to restore 
its sign visibility from I-19, and meets all the Findings for Approval, as described above.  
Therefore, we respectfully request that the Board approve this Variance. 

Sincerely, 

 
Rory Juneman, Esq.  
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Current View
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